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Direction: Which pictures were there in the story? 
Guess and check () (2 points) 

A rat

A shark

A tiger

A cat
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Direction: Match the word and its meaning.
(5 points) 
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Direction: Read the story and answer the questions. 
(3 points)

We walked through the forest on a dark, dark night. The 
thunder went Bang! Bob had a fright! Bob ran through the 
trees as fast as he could, into a house at the edge of the 
wood. We ran after Bob and into the hall. We shouted his 
name but heard nothing at all. “Bob!” “Bob!” We looked in the 
kitchen and there was a snake, showing its fang. What a noise 
we did make. “Aargh!” We looked in the bathroom. Do you 
know what we saw? Eight long legs in the bath, we were glad 
there weren’t more! We looked in the study and saw a hard 
shell. What was inside it? A turtle! Well, well! We looked in 
the lab and there was a cat and there on the table a horrible 
rat. “Shut up!” We looked here for hours and then we went 
home. We opened the door. There was Bob with a bone.
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1.What was the name of this story?
a. The Happy House b. The Horrible house
c. The Haunted House d. The Harry House

2.How many animals were there in the story?
a. Two b. Six
c. Four d. Eight

3.Where was the haunted house?
a. Near the temple b. Behind the hospital
c. On the farm d. In the forest
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Direction: Choose the words to complete sentences.
(5 points)
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Direction: Read these words and draw the pictures.
(5 points)
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Direction: Number the sentences from 1–5 to make 
a story and then write them in a paragraph. (5 points)

………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………

   They went 
home and 
found Bob 
with a bone.

   There were 
a snake, an 
octopus, a 
turtle, a cat 
and a rat.        

     Bob ran 
into a house 
at the edge 
of the wood.

       They ran 
after Bob and 
found many 
horrible
animals.

    They walked
through the 
forest on a 
dark night.
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Direction: Each sentence has the error. Rewrite it 
correctly. (5 points)

1. They ran through the caves into a house.

______________________________________
______________________________________

2. There was a dog, showing its fang.

______________________________________
______________________________________

3. An octopus was in the bedroom.

______________________________________
______________________________________

4. They looked in the study and saw a bat.

______________________________________
______________________________________

5. There were a cat and a wonderful rat in the lab.

______________________________________
______________________________________
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Direction: Answer the questions about The Haunted 
House correctly. (10 points)

1. When did they go to the haunted house?
a. At night b. In the morning 
c. In the afternoon d. At noon

2. What was their dog’s name?
a. Puppy b. Bob
c. Bang d. Aargh

3. Who was Bob?
a. Brother b. Son 
c. A cat d. A dog

4. What animal was there in the kitchen?
a. A cat b. A rat
c. A turtle d. A snake

5. Did they see an octopus in the bathroom?
a. Yes, they did. b. Yes, it did.
c. No, they didn’t. d. No, it didn’t.
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6. How many cats were there in this house?
a. One b. Two
c. Three d. Four

7. Which animal was in the study?
a. A cat b. A snake 
c. A turtle d. A rat

8. Was a snake in the hall?
a. Yes, it was. b. Yes, it did.
c. No, it wasn’t. d. No, it didn’t.

9. Which animal had eight long legs?
a. A snake b. A cat
c. An owl d. An octopus

10. Finally, where was Bob?
a. In the hall b. At home
c. In the forest d. At school
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3.

4.

2.

1.

Direction: Which pictures were there in the story? 
Guess and check () (2 points) 





à©ÅÂ

A rat

A shark

A tiger

A cat
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Direction: Match the word and its meaning. 
(5 points) 

¼�Ò¹

¹�ÒÊÂ´ÊÂÍ§

µÐâ¡¹

¿�ÒÃ�Í§

¤ÇÒÁ¡ÅÑÇ

à©ÅÂ
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Direction: Read the story and answer the questions. 
(3 points)

 
 ¢�Í 1.  c
 ¢�Í 2.  b
 ¢�Í 3.  d

à©ÅÂ
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Direction: Choose the words to complete sentences.
(5 points)

à©ÅÂ
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Direction: Read these words and draw the pictures.
(5 points)

à©ÅÂ
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Direction: Number the sentences from 1–5 to make 
a story and then write them in a paragraph. (5 points)

They walked through the forest on a dark night. 
Bob ran into a house at the edge of the wood. They ran 

after Bob and found many horrible animals. There were 
a snake, an octopus, a turtle, a cat and a rat. They went 
home and found Bob with a bone.

à©ÅÂ

   They went 
home and 
found Bob 
with a bone.

5    There were 
a snake, an 
octopus, a 
turtle, a cat 
and a rat.        

4      Bob ran 
into a house 
at the edge 
of the wood.

       They ran 
after Bob and 
found many 
horrible
animals.

    They walked
through the 
forest on a 
dark night.

2

1 3
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Direction: Each sentence has the error. Rewrite it 
correctly. (5 points)

1. They ran through the caves into a house.

   They ran through the trees into a house.

2. There was a dog, showing its fang.

    There was a snake, showing its fang.

3. An octopus was in the bedroom.

   An octopus was in the bathroom.   

4. They looked in the study and saw a bat.

    They looked in the study and saw a turtle.

5. There were a cat and a wonderful rat in the lab.

    There were a cat and a horrible rat in the lab.
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Direction: Answer the questions about The Haunted 
House correctly. (10 points)

¢�Í 1.  a ¢�Í 6.  a
¢�Í 2.  b ¢�Í 7.  c
¢�Í 3.  d ¢�Í 8.  c

  ¢�Í 4.  d ¢�Í 9.  d
¢�Í 5.  a ¢�Í 10.  b

à©ÅÂ
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Name………………………………………………………..Class…………Number………

·Õè ÃÒÂ¡ÒÃ ¤Ðá¹¹àµçÁ ¤Ðá¹¹·Õèä´�
1 Activity 1  :

About the story

2

2 Activity 2  :

Word and meaning

5

3 Activity 3  :

Let’s read the story

3

4 Activity 4 :

Complete sentences

5

5 Activity 5  :

Draw the pictures

5

6 Activity 6 :

Jigsaw exercise

5

7 Activity 7 :

Correcting

5

8 áºº·´ÊÍºËÅÑ§àÃÕÂ¹
(Post-test)

10

ÃÇÁ 40

áºººÑ¹·Ö¡¤Ðá¹¹
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